SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

COMPLETED HSC MATHEMATICS EXTENSION 2 AND NEED TO ENROL IN MATH1131, MATH1141 OR MATH1151

This is what you need to do to achieve enrolment into MATH1131 Mathematics 1A, MATH1141 Higher Mathematics 1A or MATH1151 Mathematics for Actuarial Studies & Finance 1A (Actuarial and Finance students only).

START

MATHEMATICS EXTENSION 2 BAND E4 RESULT

You can enrol in MATH1131 or the higher version MATH1141

Or you can enrol in MATH1151 (for students undertaking Actuarial or Finance majors)

Math1141 Higher Mathematics 1A is intended for those who did well in Mathematics Extension 2 or exceptionally well in HSC Maths Extension 1. If your Extension 1 + 2 mark is over 175 we encourage you to do Higher Mathematics.

If you require further assistance please contact the Student Services Office, Red Centre Level 3 Room 3090 PH 9385-7011 or e-mail fy.mathsstats@unsw.edu.au
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